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Introduction

A little bit about me, I'm a 29 year old photographer who doesn't spend much
money nor go out to fancy places since being laid off my postal job a while back.
Photojournalism is my passion but many of us photographers don't make much
money, so that puts me in a position to find other ways to pick up the slack in
the end. I was always the type to keep an open mind about making it in life with
or without a job, so I begun looking for other options.
About three years ago, I started researching easier ways to make money online. I
saw how so many people were talking about doing surveys for cash but I thought
this was some sort of fluke. I told myself, "Just how anyone could make money
doing this and why would they spend all their time sitting there answering
questions they don't care much about..." So I just forgot about it and did other
things.
It was afterwards that I saw a video on Youtube which made me seriously
consider trying it out for myself. This woman in the video talked about how she
was a stay at home mother who made money from doing online surveys. She
explained how much extra money people are literally missing out on doing
something so simple. It got me interested, so again I started googling "top paid
online surveys" and a ton of blogs started popping up.
I went through many great blogs but wasn't sure of what companies to sign up
with. A lot of comments read how people were making money at home doing
these things in their spare time. Some mentioned they'd made $15 here and $20
there but it seem everyone was making money, even if it was in small amounts. I
remember reading how one guy made a full time income at $1,500 a month. This
had me skeptical since reading how surveys panels pay at most around $50 to
$60 a month each, but then I thought maybe it's possible if all of it could be
done at once.
After many searches I eventually signed up to at least two well known survey
sites (MySurvey.com & OpinionOutpost.com) and started to make money. These
two sites are some of the best and easiest money making greats out there.
However, later I will include many of my other top picked golden nuggets for

you to start off with. These two sites together consistently make me an easy $125
a month, as they only take about 30 to 45min of my time each day within a 30
day period. Since then I've signed onto 10 of the best paid survey sites and now.
What you'll Learn from this Book?
In this book, I will completely lay out everything of how you can earn extra
money for you and the whole family. Whether you're new to paid online surveys
or a seasonal vet, there's something in this eBook for everyone to learn. You will
obviously not make much money on just one survey panel alone, so I can better
explain this using my own realistic mathematical formulas of how I'm currently
doing between $500-$1,000 a month. Hopefully, you will get a more clearer idea
of how this could be very possible for you as well.
Before we begin, please let me be clear that this ebook WILL NOT be about
"bots" nor any of those many shady "black-hat" tricks to quickly make money by
cheating. If this is what your intentions were when you downloaded this ebook,
than you have been sadly disappointed. You're welcome to go elsewhere if
cheating is how you plan to make money online. Lastly, this whole entire process
will be achieved with just you simply having to commit only your time and
efforts.
Ok, so now let's talk about making some money with these surveys!

M.Brown
http://paidsurveyfamily.blogspot.com/

Chapter One
Why Your Opinion Matters The Most to Companies?

You might ask yourself, "why do they need me to answer all of these
damn questions about products and services?" and "how do they
make money if they're paying me plus millions of others around the
world to take these things?"
Well to answer the first question, "why do they need me to answer all of
these damn questions about products and services?..."
Major corporations like: Nike, Sony and Apple etc. need your opinions on how
their products are performing. You are the end consumer who's buying the
products or services, so your feedback is very crucial to them. Your opinions you
provide them with in the form of a survey not only helps improve on the
products, but at the same time getting exclusive details to help beat out their
competitors. The number of people who don't like a particular product vs. the
numbers who do, would be recorded using data to help them make
improvements. This kind of important information is what makes a company
stay alive in the end!
How do survey companies make money if they're paying me and plus
millions of others?...
Corporations who are providing the surveys pay the site when you complete the
surveys. The site actually doesn't get paid until you get paid. For example, when
you're ready to redeem a cash payment, a predetermined amount is already
taken from the site to pay you. Sort of like a commission percentage from them
to you. All in all, they really need you to complete the surveys so that they can
make money as well. It is why many include referral programs so you can sign
up as many people possible. Some panels have a minimum threshold you need
to meet before redeeming for cash. This is usually the case with all paid survey
panels as I will go into further detail later.

The 3 different types of surveys
This ebook is particularly about online surveys, but you will encounter a total 3
other types of panels to make money, with such as:
Online Surveys- You give your opinions in an online survey panel. It’s easy
money and just about anyone can do it!
Focus Groups- You participate in an interview conducted among a small
number of individuals, sometimes over a brief period of time. These discussions
can involve any topic of interest and they usually pay the most.
Shopping Surveys- You are actually paid to shop at stores or to eat at
restaurants! This is also nicknamed “mystery shopping.” All you need to do is fill
out a questionnaire about your customer experience.
You can get paid:
• $1 - $75 to take online surveys
• $10 - $50 to participate in shopping surveys
• $20 - $250 to participate in focus groups
The best surveys pay up to $250 an hour are focus groups because these
companies know this information will give them an edge in the market and they
will make more profit for themselves.

Chapter Two
Are Survey Sites Just Scams?

For every survey panel, you will find something that they will give you in return
to take them. This usually comes in an incentive such as gift cards, movie tickets,
sweepstakes etc. but you may be asking yourself, "Do I need any of that stuff?"
Well the answer is only left up to you, and how much time you'd want to put into
it. Some folks would sign onto panels without researching them first and believe
they'll make money, only to find out they won a $5 gift card for Walmart.
Gift cards aren't bad, but personally I don't want them. This also includes:
coupons, trial offers and sweepstake entries. Just give me the money! Many
people online complain about this and they believe that its all part of some scam.
Most of the paid survey sites out there are free to join and nothing else on the
site afterwards require a payment from you. I'm pretty sure by now it would be
very hard to convince someone to pay a fee for joining a paid survey panel
online, as many folks would quickly spread the word about it not to join.
A great number of people, especially "noobs" are eager to make money and never
read the site's terms or other rules before signing up. However, you still have
folks saying things like, "I was told that when I sign up, I'll have $5 in my
account and now I can't cash it out to my Paypal!" or "I'm always told
I'm not qualified or the survey has closed for the day" and "All you get
is points for gift cards and in return, they trick you into taking your
information and wasting your time." And usually all of these complaints
are followed by that four letter word in all caps SCAM!!...
Well technically this is not a scam, and again its just some folks that are not
carefully reading what the terms and conditions say. Although I have to honestly
say that, who really reads that stuff anyway? All of those complaints was
something I experienced too but it quickly wore off as I eventually found better
ones to take. For example, you will not qualify for every single survey that's
attempted. On average for each site I usually qualify up to 1-3 a day or 7-21 a
week. Later, I will discuss in detail which sites are better for your chances to
qualify.

Also, many survey panels feature high paid offers for you to take. The panel
would pay you to try an offer free, for a set time period. They'll usually require
your credit card information before taking it but mention you'll only be charged,
if you don't cancel before a certain period. Panels will pay you around $20-50
per offer and you will only be paid, after fully completing it. These offers look
really good on the surface because of its high payouts but if you don't carefully
read them, you can easily run up your credit card bills. This is another scam
claim some people would put out but again, its all about carefully reading before
signing up.
In the next chapter, I will go into great detail of which types of survey sites you
should choose and not choose for making money, what to look for in sites before
registering and how & when you're going to get paid. Hopefully this should help
clarify everything in your next decision to join a survey site before labeling it a
SCAM!

Chapter Three
What to Look for Before Registering.

It's obvious that if you want to make money with taking surveys online, then you
should only go after the paid ones. These panels come in plentiful as the last
time I checked it was nearly 30 of them that pays out cash. However, this is not
to say that these payments wouldn't come without some kind of obstacle first.
They're what I call the "payment trio" which I've put together and it includes:
payment thresholds, payment per surveys, and payment processing.
Each of those three areas are indicative to how you're going to make the best of
paid surveys. Payment processing is very important, since you'll want to know
when your money will actually be in your Paypal account after redeeming for a
"cash out." I personally use this formula to determine which site I will join and
its helped me to make more money in a time efficient way. Before you get into
making your decision about which survey panels to choose, first I would like to
explain in detail each of these three areas of payment trios.
Payment Thresholds
Every paid survey site online has a set payment threshold or starting point
before they would release the money to you. They're many sites that will pay you
$1-5 when you sign up but you cannot redeem this money until you have at least
earned up the threshold amount. Usually it begins at a minimum of$10 but most
are $20, $30 & $50. If you want to redeem your money at the earliest, then
you'll need to sign up with panels that offer the lowest "cash outs."
The term "cash out" or "cashing out" is the same as redeeming your for cash.
You'll need to set up a Paypal account, that's if you don't already have one, to
receive payments into your Paypal account. A lot of people who are new to
taking paid surveys often talk about, how they're not getting paid and the length
of time it takes to get paid. Looking at the site's payment threshold will give you
a good idea of how quickly you'll get your money.

Each threshold needs to be looked at carefully to give you some clarity on how
quickly you can redeem in a month. In detail below, I will demonstrate with
threshold payments of $10, $20 $30 & $50 and calculate the times in a month
that you can cash out. I will use the average pay and qualification frequency of
each survey taken, to help you determine how much you can put into your
Paypal account.
Threshold Payment of $10 (you need at least $10 to redeem for cash)
$1.50 (avg. pay per survey) x 2 (qualified surveys a day) = $3 (a day)
$10 (threshold amount) divided by $3 (survey payment per day) = 3 approx.
(days to reach threshold)
31 (days in a month) divided by 3 (days to reach threshold) = up to 9 times of
redeemable payments per month.
You will likely "cash out" or redeem your $10, every 3 days or for up to 9 times a
month. This will give you a total of about $90 a month.
Threshold Payment of $20 (you need at least $20 to redeem for cash)
$1.50 (avg. pay per survey) x 2 (qualified surveys a day) = $3 (a day)
$20 (threshold amount) divided by $3 (survey payment per day) = 7 (days to
reach threshold)
31 (days in a month) divided by 7 (days to reach threshold) = about 4 times of
redeemable payments per month.
You will likely "cash out" or redeem your $20, every 7 days or about 4 times a
month. This will give you a total of about $80 a month.

Threshold Payment of $30 (you need at least $30 to redeem for cash)
$1.50 (avg. pay per survey) x 2 (qualified surveys a day) = $3 (a day)
$30 (threshold amount) divided by $3 (survey payment per day) = 10 (days to
reach threshold)
31 (days in a month) divided by 10 (days to reach threshold) = about 3 times
of redeemable payments per month.
You will likely "cash out" or redeem your $30, every 10 days or about 3 times a
month. This will give you a total of about $90 a month.
Threshold Payment of $50 (you need at least $50 to redeem for cash)
$1.50 (avg. pay per survey) x 2 (qualified surveys a day) = $3 (a day)
$50 (threshold amount) divided by $3 (survey payment per day) = 17 (days to
reach threshold)
31 (days in a month) divided by 17 (days to reach threshold)= about 2 times of
redeemable payments per month.
You will likely "cash out" or redeem your $50, every 20 days or about 2 times a
month. This will give you a total of about $100 a month.
One other thing I forgot to mention is that they're a few paid survey panels
which actually requires lesser to NO thresholds at all for you to redeem for cash.
In the next chapter, I will show you in detail a list of which ones you need to
check out!

Payment Per Survey
Every individual paid survey taken has a value in money and if qualified you'll
receive it after completion. This value can usually range greatly anywhere from
$.25 to $50 a survey. To my experience, it averages about $1 to $5 a survey but
at times you can find some a lot lower and higher. Many high paid surveys are
done in lengthly case studies, which you must complete over a set time period
for you to get paid.
The payment per survey will play an important part in not only how much you'll
make but if its wise to even take it in the first place. You don't want to waste all
of your time on a survey that pays very little money. Sometimes you may come
across a survey that only pays $.35 for about 25 min. This is quite low compared
to many others that would pay you around $2-3 for the same amount of time
given.
Just remember if a survey that pays you less, it doesn't mean that your chances
of qualifying for it would be higher. To get qualified for more surveys, you must
throughly complete your profile information in the survey account. This will give
you more frequent surveys but if the surveys are low in payment amounts, then
you can make it up in the higher frequency. For example, some sites would send
you up to 15-20 surveys a day and you might only qualify for 5-6 of those with
different payments per survey.
In the example below, you can see how low payment amounts could be made up
in high frequency. This is based on 5 and 6 qualified surveys a day at various low
amounts under a $1.00.
Example:
$.25 (payment per survey) x 5 (surveys) = $1.25 (day)
$.35 (payment per survey) x 5 (surveys) = $1.75 (day)

$.50 (payment per survey) x 6 (surveys) = $3.00 (day)
$.70 (payment per survey) x 6 (surveys) = $4.20 (day)
Again, you must fully complete your profile to receive a higher amount of
surveys. As a result, the money from with frequency would make up for the lack
of lower paying surveys in the day. In later chapters, I will go into detail with my
list of which survey panels that pay the most per survey. I will also talk about the
different GPT or "Get Paid To" sites, which falls under the many ways to make
more money with low payments.
Payment Processing
Payment processing deals with both how you will be paid (Paypal 0r check) and
long it takes to be paid after cashing out. This has to be the most important since
everything else can seem to be going fine, until you find out it takes 2-4 weeks to
get your money after cashing out. Sometimes this can be understood if you have
a higher threshold for example, a $30-50 cash out could take up to 2 weeks or so
to have the money in your account. Having a low threshold with long payment
processing is what you need to avoid if you want to be paid quickly.
Survey panels that pays out cash usually do it with Paypal or another online
payment site, but some of them still choose the old way with sending checks.
This is totally up to you how you want to be paid, but for me I love having my
money delivered as quickly as possible. Checks can sometimes take up to a
month for processing before it's mailed out. Not to mention, it'll probably take
you a month just to redeem for a cash out.
If you want to cash out for a $25 check, waiting up to 2-4 weeks to get it can be a
real pain. Paypal is faster but some panels would still wait a few days, after you
have already redeem for a cash out. This is an important situation since for
whatever unknown reason that my arise, you would want have to quick access to
your funds immediately. Choosing the wrong panels with long payment
processing could have you taking surveys and not getting paid until literally the
following month after redeeming for it.

However, the good news is they're survey panels that will pay you instantly after
redeeming for cash. This is also in the form of Paypal and it comes no later than
24 hours. I have paid many bills with a number of survey panels, as it was in my
Paypal account within minutes after cashing out. This combination of low
thresholds and instant payments, makes it the fastest way to earn a
supplemental income taking surveys.
In the next chapter, I will give you my top dedicated list of paid survey panels.
Again, I will explain each one in greater detail by applying it with the payment
trio. Afterwards, hopefully you can get a more clearer understanding of why you
should join them.
See you in the next chapter!

Chapter Four
Top List of Survey Panels That Pays Money!

The following list of free to join, top paid survey panels I present here are
handpicked by me. I've failed at many others, especially with time being wasted
but these are my best performing panels so far. Hopefully this list will grow and
more possibilities for income could come from it. I will discuss the pros and cons
of each, so you can be aware of this beforehand in helping you make your
ultimate decision.
Also, I've taken cropped screenshots of my actual proofs of earnings and posted
here from the surveys I've done. This is just to let you see how legitimate it is and
to hopefully give some confidence.
You are more than welcome to proceed at any point by joining. Just click on the
links in the list below to get started!

1. Quick Rewards

Join Now at: www.quickrewards.net

Quick Rewards Earnings
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